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ABSTRACT: Since the implementation of China's economic reform and opening-up policy at the end of the 1970s, garment manufacturing for both the domestic and global markets has developed and proliferated quickly in Guangzhou-centred South China. It is believed to be the result of the industrial restructuring of the global apparel commodity chain and a large domestic consumer demand from the Chinese people. Compared with other industries, the garment industry has long been subject to the strong impact of a transitional market economy and, more recently, the increasingly rapid process of marketisation in China. In order to provide a clear sociological conceptualisation of the market economy in the reform era, this paper aims to apply the relational work approach to analysing economic transactions in the garment business, particularly business dealings between garment producers and wholesalers. The focus is on their continued efforts to make appropriate economic arrangements in accordance with specific sets of social relations through continuous relational work. This paper will examine three categories of relational work and the associated economic forms in the making. First, it will explore families and the household economy; second, it will examine relatives and friends and the favour-based economy; and third, it will study strangers and the market economy. Through the use of this relational work framework, this paper will shed light on how the different sets of relational work help us to understand relationships and embeddedness between garment producers and wholesalers in China’s rapidly evolving garment economy.
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Introduction

The rise and prosperity of the garment industry in Guangdong has brought Guangzhou (the capital city of Guangdong Province) renown throughout China and the world as a garment collection and distribution centre. The development of garment production in Guangdong in the 1980s, especially in the Pearl River Delta, resulted from the relocation of garment factories from Hong Kong, Taiwan, and other newly industrialising economies in the second half of the 1970s. After World War II, the restructured world economic system and advanced countries chose to concentrate on high technology and on capital-intensive and high-value-added industries. The manufacturing of low technology, labour-intensive, and low-value-added products such as garments was transferred to the Asia-Pacific region, South America, and so on. When China adopted its reform and opening policy, clothing production moved further into coastal provinces such as Guangdong and Fujian. In 1976, Guangzhou exported 3.9 million units of garments. By 1992, China had become the largest-volume supplier of textiles and clothing to the U.S. and the European Community. Incomplete statistical data show more than 30,000 garment firms located in Guangdong Province, which produced around 6 billion units of clothing in 2011 (accounted for 23.5% of China’s national garment output). Garment factories in Guangzhou produced about 0.58 billion and 0.54 billion units of clothing in 2010 and 2011 respectively; the export value of garments and accessories was around US$6 billion-7 billion in 2012 and 2013 respectively.

Compared with the prosperity of the garment business, academic research on the garment industry is somewhat “shabby” and scattered. Only a small number of published works are devoted to key issues relating to China’s garment industry (including Guangdong Province and Guangzhou). In general, this literature can be roughly divided into three major categories. Some record the spectacular development and economic performance of this industry in the form of historical narratives; some use the global commodity chain approach or organisation theory to analyse the structural and organisational features and competitiveness of China’s garment industry; and some investigate labour issues, gender issues, management, and governance in China’s garment factories. For example, the China National Garment Association (CNGA, Zhongguo fuzhuang xiehui 中国服装协会) has compiled and published a “China Garment Industry Development Report” each year since 2005 reporting the achievements, current issues, and prospects of the
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6. Data from Mrs. Wu Zhenghong, the general secretary of Guangzhou Clothing Trade Association in September 2014.
industry. A recent study reviews changing market conditions and retailing channels and provides information about the commercial value of the retailing channels of some clothing brands in China. One comprehensive historical research describes changing clothing styles from 1901 to 2000 in China along with the country’s dramatic economic, social, and political transformation.

Unlike the historical approach, the literature derived from the global commodity chain approach or organisation theory focuses on the dynamic position and unique economic advantages of China’s garment industry. The established global commodity chain “consists of sets of interorganisational networks clustered around one commodity or product, linking households, enterprises, and states to one another within the world-economy.” In the case of the global apparel commodity chain, the outsourcing practices of Western trading companies, large retailers, and brand holders in the clothing industry over the past decades are often considered the main driving force behind the development of garment production in contemporary China.

China’s garment industry is also closely related to the Asian apparel commodity chain. At the regional level, some countries or regions have advanced into more strategic positions than latecomers in terms of the division of labour of clothing production, allowing them to move upward in the regional and global apparel commodity chain. For example, in Asia’s garment industry, Taiwan cornered the high-end segment of garment production while some Southeast and South Asian countries such as Indonesia, Malaysia, the Philippines, and Sri Lanka produced mid-priced garments. Other Asian countries such as Bangladesh, Cambodia, Laos, and Burma have recently entered the garment production industry. In recent years, China has made a great effort to surpass the manufacturers of high-end clothing. The strategy China has adopted to win a larger market share is the offering of “full-package production.” This has become a major threat to other garment exporters. Garment manufacturing enterprises in China “source the materials that go into the garments, they play a role in the design process, they launder the product, and they may ship directly to the retailers.”

Chen and Shih argue that because China’s garment industry is made up of a large number of small and medium-sized enterprises with limited market experience, management, and operation skills, they do not have sufficient competitiveness in the globalised industry. However, He and Rayman-Bacchus argue that small enterprises often manage to promote productivity and enhance their competitiveness by positioning themselves in a specific geographical space where they are able to form and join a well-organised garment cluster that provides synergies in their garment production and trade. The Shaxi garment cluster in Zhongshan City, Guangdong Province, and the Zhili Children’s garment cluster in Huzhou City, Zhejiang Province, are examples of clusters that have nurtured many successful small-scale garment enterprises.

Other studies focus on labour and worker-related issues in China’s garment factories, such as poor working conditions, labour rights, gender inequality, and so on. As in garment factories elsewhere, a large number of unskilled or low-skilled workers from underdeveloped areas and disadvantaged groups (such as migrants from rural villages, laid-off workers, and village girls or women) find jobs in the garment industry, which is a labour-intensive business with low technology. They are located at the lowest end of the global supply chain and suffer from long working hours, low wages, poor labour protection, and other exploitative conditions. In recent years, things have changed somewhat. Pun’s field research in two garment factories in Dongguan City, Guangdong Province, shows that workers’ lives and working conditions have improved with the implementation of company codes of conduct. These studies focusing on the historical development and changes in clothing and clothing production, the global commodity chain, labour relations, and China’s positioning of its garment industry in the world economy have enabled researchers to understand the development of the garment production and its global position. This paper focusing on the relational work framework will further extend our understanding of a complex and dynamic relationship within the garment industry.

Theoretical framework and methodology

When it comes to sociological studies of economic activity in the apparel industry, it is necessary to mention the well-known case study conducted by Brian Uzzi. He lays his theoretical foundation on the debate over embeddedness from Polanyi to Granovetter in economic sociology. Instead of focusing on whether or not and to what extent economic activity is socially embedded, this study focuses on the relational work framework, which considers the interdependencies between actors in the apparel industry and the embeddedness of the production process.

When we conduct research on the social and economic dynamics within the apparel industry, we can see that there are several key factors that influence the relational work framework. First, the global commodity chain is characterized by a division of labour, where different countries and regions specialize in different stages of the production process. This division of labour is influenced by various factors such as production costs, labour availability, and government policies. Second, the apparel industry is highly fragmented, with a large number of small and medium-sized enterprises operating in the market. These enterprises often form clusters or networks to improve their competitiveness and access to global markets. Third, the apparel industry is highly interconnected with other industries, such as textile and leather production, transportation, and retailing. These interconnections create a complex web of relationships that influence the production and distribution of apparel products.

In conclusion, the relational work framework provides a useful tool for understanding the complex dynamics within the apparel industry. By analyzing the interconnections between actors and the embeddedness of production processes, we can gain insights into the social and economic factors that influence the industry’s development and growth. This framework allows us to approach the study of the apparel industry from a more holistic perspective, taking into account the various factors that contribute to the industry’s success and challenges.
embedded, his study focuses on how economic actions are embedded into social networks and on the multiple effects of the level of embeddedness. Using both ethnographic and statistical data regarding apparel firms in New York, Uzzi found that garment firms with some embedded ties enjoyed extra benefits in terms of trustworthiness, access to valuable information, and joint problem-solving arrangements. This finding echoed other studies on the global commodity chain—that “networks are situationally specific, socially constructed, and locally integrated, underscoring the social embeddedness of economic organization.” His study also revealed that the positive effect of embeddedness is not unconditional. To him, “embeddedness, however, yields positive returns only up to a threshold point. Once this threshold point is crossed, returns from embeddedness become negative.” Uzzi’s arguments indicate that in theory the market-based economy is impersonal and separated from the social world, but that in reality it is embedded/constrained by social networks. His ethnographic account of the networks of garment manufacturers and contractors emphasised that repeated transactions help to nurture a sense of friendship and mutual commitment and establish lasting business and friendship relations. To him, this kind of embeddedness shows economic transactions as something embedded in the social network, but without taking into consideration the need to differentiate social connections from associated norms and obligations.

Unlike Uzzi’s informants, the majority of our research subjects are businesspeople who were connected by pre-existing relationships before they entered the business world. From the day they left their hometowns to seek job and/or business opportunities for survival, the economy (in their words, subsistence or “having a bowl of rice to eat”) became an integral part of their social life. In this regard, we argue that the concept of relational work is more applicable in our study of this group of businesspeople working in the garment industry. Unlike the network embeddedness perspective that sees the economy and society as two separate spheres, relational work “is grounded in connected lives, and interactionally sustains the mutual construction and elaboration of the economic and the social spheres.” This approach begins with the nature of social relations and suggests that particular social connections inherently accord with certain socially legitimate economic exchanges. As such, the concept of relational work “posits that in all areas of economic life people are creating, maintaining, symbolizing, and transforming meaningful social relations.” In this sense, four major tasks are undertaken in a certain type of well-defined economic transaction: 1) clarifying the nature of the social connections involved; 2) formulating proper economic arrangements in accordance with that type of social connection; 3) choosing a socially legitimate medium (or media) of exchange for that type of social connection and economic transaction; 4) arriving at a social consensus on the negotiated meanings and economic arrangements in line with the connection engaged. Zelizer refers to this process of economy formation as a “relational package.” The future study of economic activities should therefore focus on the distinctive social connections involved, the transactions conveying goods and services, the medium/media of exchange specified for certain type of transactions, and the negotiated meanings in the course of matching social connections and economic arrangements.

Due to length limitations, this paper does not intend to provide a full review of all of the discussions and arguments related to embeddedness and relational work. In short, the key difference between the two approaches is that the embeddedness approach begins with an impersonal market-based economy, while relational work starts out from differentiated social connections. The next step following in the embeddedness approach is to explore how market economy is embedded in a social network and the possible outcomes of embeddedness. In the relational work approach, economic arrangements should be purposefully formulated and constituted to fit into a certain type of social relation. That is to say, a socially legitimate and constructed economy will be aligned with specific social relations. In theory, the market-based economy is viewed as a socially constructed economic form for strangers, which is commonly practiced between unknown market participants such as isolated buyers and sellers. For the same reason, a household economy will be deliberately created and practiced for the most intimate family relations. As a result, economic arrangements and forms should inherently conform to the ground rules of particular social relations so it will not be necessary to make them become embedded once again. Relational work therefore “provides a microfoundation for understanding how economic exchange is accomplished, which effectively avoids the undersocialized and oversocialized views of economic behavior.” Moreover, the economies generated from negotiated relations range from household economy, favour exchange, and commercial transaction among relatives or friends, informal economy, gift economy, and donation, to purely self-interested market economy.

Inspired by insights from relational work studies, this paper aims to engage in a close examination of economic transactions detected in our field research in Guangzhou’s garment industry. In fact, participants in the wholesale market include stall-keepers, buyers from different places, managers of the market, market regulators, manufacturers (garment production service providers), logistics service providers, and so on. It is impractical to cover all the kinds of economic transactions conducted by so many actors. As such, this study will concentrate on the major types of transactions between manufacturers and wholesalers in the garment wholesale business. The focus is on the negotiation of their social connections (families, relatives, friends, or strangers) and the formation of economic forms in line with particular social relations.

Ethnographic fieldwork is useful in investigating the dynamic and complicated negotiating process because it enables access to first-hand data concerning the interactions of people and the actual exercising of social relations and business operations in the real world. The data used in this paper were collected from ethnographic fieldwork and repeated visits from 2002 to 2003 (including 13 months in factories and 41 interviews with factory owners), in 2007 (two months in a wholesale market and 25 interviews with stall-keepers), and 2014 (an interview with the senior manager of the
Guangzhou’s garment industry adopts a “full-package production” pattern to meet the demands of both the international and domestic markets. The unique feature of the organisation of the garment business here is that it centres on dozens of wholesale markets in Guangzhou City. \(^{34}\) There are reportedly more than 100 large-scale garment wholesale markets congeugated in four areas of Guangzhou: Lihua District (Lihua diao 沙河地区), with more than 40 wholesale markets (the Baima 白码 Wholesale Market being representative), some 12,000 stall-keepers, and an annual transaction value of about 40 billion yuan; Shahe District (Shahe diao 沙河地区) with more than ten wholesale markets (the Shadong youli 沙东有利 garment town being the largest), some 4,000 stall-keepers, and an annual transaction value of more than 3 billion yuan; and the area of Shisanhang Lu 十三行路 and Heping Road (Heping lu 和平路), with about ten wholesale markets (the Hongbianian 红棉天 garment trading centre being the most important), some 1,000 stall-keepers, and an annual transaction value of about 1 billion yuan. \(^{35}\) The flourishing garment trade and the establishment of these large-scale wholesale garment markets in Guangzhou have led to a great demand for small and medium-sized garment factories. Stall-keepers in the wholesale market usually require garment manufacturers to offer flexible production in order to avoid overstocking. Speed is thus essential to garment production: garment manufacturers are often given less than 24 hours to produce a specified quantity of garments. It is not uncommon for buyers to demand speedy delivery in order to avoid overstocking. Large-scale garment factories are unwilling to accept such orders, but small and medium-sized garment factories will take on such production with short deadlines.

The general flow of garment production and transactions in Guangzhou is carried out in the following way: the process begins in the booths, stalls, or showrooms in the wholesale market, where buyers from different parts of the world make deals with stall-keepers in the morning. With the requirements and specifications of buyers in hand, the stall-keepers go to the cloth and accessories wholesale markets to purchase the raw materials needed for clothing production after lunch. The raw materials are then sent to their own factory or a subcontracted factory for processing and manufacturing from dawn to early morning the next day. The finished made-to-order garments will be delivered to the wholesale market or a designated location. The composition of the business is demonstrated in Diagram 1.

It is not difficult to find that the three most important elements of the business transactions are negotiating the price for the work, quality control, and timely delivery. If contracts are made among unknown actors and governed by pure market principles, stall-keepers and factory owners without pre-existing connections will maximise their own economic interests.

During our fieldwork, we engaged in participant observation and in-depth interviews among the informants to gather on-the-ground information about their business operations and social interactions. General data on the day-to-day operations of garment production and business transactions were collected through participant observation. Taking a seat in garment factories and in the stalls of garment wholesale markets offered opportunities to closely observe what actually happened there. Participant observation was often conducted on the shop floor of garment factories, their residential quarters (often part of the shop floor), and the garment wholesale markets. In addition, semi-structured interviews were conducted among factory proprietors and stall-keepers. In total, 66 businesspersons were interviewed. The interviews centred on their personal understanding of social connections and proper behaviour in business, as well as their interactions in diverse aspects of their business operations. When conditions allowed, we also engaged in casual conversations with their business partners, customers, employees, relatives, and friends to cross-check information. The latest visit in September 2014 found the daily business operations in the garment wholesale market similar to what we observed during our fieldwork in 2007. What really changed was the proliferation of fashion apparel and the superior quality of the clothing. This was confirmed in an interview of Mrs. Zhang, one of the top managers of the Baima Garment Wholesale Market. Although Mrs. Zhang noted that the upgrading of design and quality did not have a major impact on transactions between manufacturers and stall-keepers, we needed more interview data to cross-check this information. This is one of the limitations of this study.

**The wholesale market and market transactions between strangers**

Guangzhou’s garment industry adopts a “full-package production” pattern to meet the demands of both the international and domestic markets. The unique feature of the organisation of the garment business here is that it centres on dozens of wholesale markets in Guangzhou City. \(^{34}\) There are reportedly more than 100 large-scale garment wholesale markets congeugated in four areas of Guangzhou: Lihua District (Lihua diao 沙河地区), with more than 40 wholesale markets (the Baima 白码 Wholesale Market being representative), some 12,000 stall-keepers, and an annual transaction value of about 40 billion yuan; Shahe District (Shahe diao 沙河地区) with more than ten wholesale markets (the Shadong youli 沙东有利 garment town being the largest), some 4,000 stall-keepers, and an annual transaction value of more than 3 billion yuan; and the area of Shisanhang Lu 十三行路 and Heping Road (Heping lu 和平路), with about ten wholesale markets (the Hongbianian 红棉天 garment trading centre being the most important), some 1,000 stall-keepers, and an annual transaction value of about 1 billion yuan. \(^{35}\) The flourishing garment trade and the establishment of these large-scale wholesale garment markets in Guangzhou have led to a great demand for small and medium-sized garment factories. Stall-keepers in the wholesale market usually require garment manufacturers to offer flexible production in order to avoid overstocking. Speed is thus essential to garment production: garment manufacturers are often given less than 24 hours to produce a specified quantity of garments. It is not uncommon for buyers to demand speedy delivery in order to avoid overstocking. Large-scale garment factories are unwilling to accept such orders, but small and medium-sized garment factories will take on such production with short deadlines.

The general flow of garment production and transactions in Guangzhou is carried out in the following way: the process begins in the booths, stalls, or showrooms in the wholesale market, where buyers from different parts of the world make deals with stall-keepers in the morning. With the requirements and specifications of buyers in hand, the stall-keepers go to the cloth and accessories wholesale markets to purchase the raw materials needed for clothing production after lunch. The raw materials are then sent to their own factory or a subcontracted factory for processing and manufacturing from dawn to early morning the next day. The finished made-to-order garments will be delivered to the wholesale market or a designated location. The composition of the business is demonstrated in Diagram 1.

It is not difficult to find that the three most important elements of the business transactions are negotiating the price for the work, quality control, and timely delivery. If contracts are made among unknown actors and governed by pure market principles, stall-keepers and factory owners without pre-existing connections will maximise their own economic interests.

\(^{34}\) For a detailed description of Guangzhou’s garment industry, see Cao Chong, The Making of Migrant Entrepreneurs in Contemporary China: An Ethnographic Study of Garment Producers in Suburban Guangzhou; unpublished PhD thesis, Department of Sociology, the University of Hong Kong, 2006.

\(^{35}\) Data from Mrs. Wu Zhenghong, the general secretary of the Guangzhou Clothing Trade Association in September 2014.
through varied price bargaining. For the wholesalers who must send work to the garment factories, self-interested rationality drives them to find a contractor who is willing to accept an order at a low price (the lower the better, in some sense). On the other hand, manufacturers rely on the payoff from their manufacturing services to maintain their financial stability, so they want to charge more. In order to arrive at a mutually acceptable market price, the two parties often drive a hard bargain over each deal.

Based on stories from our informants, transactions with unknown businesspeople are usually conducted in two ways. In the first method, the stall-keeper who gets orders in the wholesale market may buy the fabric, accessories, and other materials needed and then deliver them to the garment cluster housing hundreds of small-scale factories. He/she may read all kinds of signboards and advertisements on the wall and decide to knock at the door of a factory that seems likely to undertake the job. If the factory owner happens to be available, the two parties can discuss the trading terms immediately. If the result is unsatisfactory, the stall-keeper will move on, repeating the negotiation process. Once an agreement is reached, the stall-keeper may leave the materials at the factory, pay a deposit, and await the completed garments. In the second and commonly used method, factory owners get in touch with unknown stall-keepers by walking around the wholesale markets and distributing their name cards, which include key information about the factory such as business type, expertise, business philosophy, and contact information. If they receive inquiries, they may discuss transaction details over the phone and invite interested parties to visit the factory. Although most of our informants admitted that they knew how to use the above methods to conduct business relations with unknown clients, they tended to regard such methods as a last resort. Two informants with real experience with these methods noted that they are time-consuming and not effective.

The biggest problem arising in conducting business with strangers is that neither quality control nor timely delivery are guaranteed. Payment for manufacturing services can only ensure that the garments will be made; monitoring of the production process, satisfactory quality, and timely delivery are often regarded as extra services wholesalers should buy. When manufacturers and wholesalers are strangers conducting a transaction for the first time, both parties believe that the connection is largely built on economic interests, and it is reasonable to let money speak during the process of transaction and interaction. If the wholesaler is unwilling to pay extra for quality and timely delivery, he/she should not have such high expectations of either.

**Relational work and transactions among relatives and friends**

As discussed above, only a few of the informants we interviewed actually attempted to do business with unknown people in the market. Most factory owners became acquainted with at least one client through their social network before they opened their factories. For stall-keepers, it usually took an emergency situation for them to approach an unfamiliar garment factory, especially in the peak season. Considering the quality of the product, delivery time, production costs, favours in handling emergency orders, and so on, both stall-keepers and factory owners tend to maintain stable and long-term collaborative relationships.

Similar to the interactions between OEMs (Original Equipment Manufacturers) and their suppliers in the metal manufacturing industries in the U.S., Guangzhou’s garment business operates under a social situation in which the roles of business operators, the terms of transactions, and the social norms governing transactions are ambiguous. Some social relations and logics of action “are – or are not – intermingled and recombined” into the process of business, so it is necessary “to identify the ways in which actors combine social ties, transactions, and media into relational packages, as well as the ways they attach and contest the meanings that can be attached to those ‘relational packages’.” In terms of Guangzhou’s garment industry, the commonly used social ties are typically generalised under the label of “relatives and friends” (qinzi pengyou 亲戚朋友). In fact, the term “relatives and friends” covers different types of pre-existing social connections, ranging from kinship relations and hometown-fellow relations to former employer-employee relations. Given the common practice of economic cooperation and favours among relatives and friends in Chinese society, it is not surprising to find that these relations have become an integral part of transactions in the garment industry. The variety of relatives and friends makes it possible to find business partners within this kind of social network.

Some businesspeople may turn to relatives for help when they cannot manage to run both wholesale and production businesses within their own families. The uneven distribution of business volume from day to day, the dramatic rise and fall of business in the rush and slow seasons, and the rapid fluctuation of production costs make it difficult to build up reliable partnership relations among wholesalers and manufacturers. Kinship provides a foundation for them to establish mutual support and win-win relations in the course of business. Miss Huang’s uncle runs a clothing production factory in suburban Guangzhou but often encounters difficulties in finding orders and in cooperating with stall-keepers with orders in hand. When Miss Huang graduated from high school and was unwilling to continue her studies, her uncle decided to provide start-up funding for her to launch her own garment wholesale business in New China Market (Xin Zhongguo dasha 新中国大厦). The condition was that she should forward the orders she received from buyers to her uncle’s factory. She fully accepts this arrangement, as she feels it is difficult and very troublesome to find a suitable manufacturer. “I come and stay here for only a few months. I do not know how to look for a garment factory at all. There is a good relationship between my family and my uncle. I trust him.” She usually visits her uncle and his factory when the wholesale market is closed in the afternoon. In this way, home visits and business transactions are well integrated among relatives.

Some factory owners also depend on relatives to introduce clients. For example, Mr. Lu is Mr. Dai’s cousin. When Mr. Lu began to run his own garment factory in November 2002, Mr. Dai had already been operating his factory for about seven months and had developed business relationships with three regular clients. Considering their kinship relationship, Mr. Dai introduced one of his clients to his cousin. This client, whose business size is very limited, had no great effect on the economic performance of Mr. Dai’s factory, but could help his cousin secure a crucial source of orders and income at the start-up stage.

Kinship relations can also be extended into the construction of a business circle. For instance, Mr. Dong established his garment factory in 1998 and cultivated good connections with many clients. When relatives, such as his cousin and his brother-in-law, opened garment factories later, they turned
to Mr. Dong for help and relied on him to introduce clients. For Mr. Dong, sharing clients and orders within a closed business circle is very important for an individual factory. The production capacity of an individual factory and orders from clients are often imperfectly matched. If the factory can build an alliance with other trusted factories, they can help each other by having one bring in the order and another produce the garments. In this way, each factory helps the others maintain the production process during the slow season and “digest” the heavy workload during the rush season. Punctual production and delivery may burnish the reputation of each factory in the circle and enable it to win more orders. In order to enhance trustworthiness and minimise the free-rider phenomenon, business circles of this kind should be closed, and kinship relations can provide a suitable platform to form such a circle. The concepts of mutual aid among relatives and loyalty to kinsmen are intermingled with mutual support in the business world.

Apart from relatives, the hometown-fellow relationship is also mobilised to gain access to clients and orders. When an individual plans to establish a garment factory or run a stall in the wholesale market, he/she is likely to find that pre-existing hometown-fellowship can bring in clients for business transactions. The shared feeling and place-identity facilitates business cooperation among a group of people who come from the same locality or region. For instance, when Mr. Chen decided to start his garment factory in 2001, he purposely located the factory in an industrial building housing four other factories owned by fellow natives of Hubei Province (HuBei sheng 湖北省). Once he became acquainted with the factory owners in the same building by means of their shared hometown connection and other social interactions, they often gave him work.

Sometimes kinship relations and hometown-fellow relations are not available (or useful), and in this case, a specific connection established through employment or common work experience can be a substitute. As employers, employees, and co-workers usually have different place of origin and economic interests, it is not easy for them to build up the trust and collaborative connection required for future collaboration in business. Only a few exceptions were found during our fieldwork. The collaborative connection between Mr. Wan and Mrs. Du offers a case of this kind. Mr. Wan had more than 20 years’ experience in the garment industry, including working in garment factories and running his own factory in his native AnHui Province (AnHui sheng 安徽省). Mrs. Du was a divorced woman from Shenyang City, Liaoning Province (Liaoning sheng Shenyang shi 辽宁省沈阳市), who ran a garment factory and wholesale stall in Guangzhou. When Mr. Wu came to Guangzhou seeking work after his business failed, he was hired as manager of the factory owned by Mrs. Du. Unfortunately, Mrs. Du lost money in both her wholesaling and manufacturing businesses half a year later. In order to cope with her business difficulties, she decided to sell the factory and sub-contract out the production work. As Mrs. Du had no relatives or hometown fellows available to open a factory in Guangzhou, she suggested that Mr. Wan do this. Mr. Wan took this opportunity to start up a new factory. When Mrs. Du received orders, she forwarded them to Mr. Wan’s factory. In this manner, the former employment connection between them was converted into a business partnership.

In addition, former co-worker relations can be employed to create client relations. Mr. Zheng had worked in garment factories in Guangzhou for around 20 years when he opened his own clothing factory. Hearing that some of his former co-workers operated garment wholesale businesses, he visited different garment wholesale markets and went through almost all the stalls and actually found two of his former co-workers running stalls in the Shisanhang 十三行 wholesale market. He visited them and gave them information about his factory and naturally enquired about whether they could give him some work. Ultimately, one of his former co-workers promised to send orders to his factory. Mr. Zheng explains, “He knows of my expertise in garment production from working in the same factory. I knew how to operate and repair all the sewing machines in the factory, and all the others admired me.” A history of working together facilitates mutual understanding and lays a foundation for business relations. Relational work may be unintentional, as the actors merely interact and play their roles in the current stage without being able to predict what will happen in the future. What is important is to make use of different ways to sustain relations and remain well connected.

Various strategies are employed to maintain business relations with clients. (38) The first is to use money as a social instrument to consolidate interpersonal connection. It is common for businesspeople to give larger amounts of money as gifts to friends in their business circle. Here, giving money in the form of a “red envelope” (Hong bao 红包) has both sociocultural and economic implications. In China, money in a red envelope is used as a gift on various occasions, such as weddings, birthdays, or traditional festivals (in particular to children and dependent elders at the Lunar New Year). (39) In a cultural sense, the amount of cash in the “red envelope” depends on the relative generational age, level, age, and social distance, (40) but some informants noted that they would give a double amount if the recipient was their existing or potential client. The extra money often indicated a strong inclination to build up or enhance their connection with the client.

Secondly, playing mah-jong helps to maintain relations with clients. As one of the major entertainments among businesspeople in the clothing industry, playing mah-jong is also employed to foster friendships between factory owners and their clients. It is not unusual to find a mah-jong table in the office of a factory boss. Some of our informal interviews during fieldwork were conducted beside a mah-jong table. One day when a fieldworker visited Mr. Xiao, he was playing mah-jong with a client from northeast China in his office. Mr. Xiao arranged a seat for the fieldworker beside the mah-jong table and continued his game as usual. The client was happy because he won from time to time. When Mr. Xiao’s wife told the client that the pants he ordered were finished and asked him to have a look, he was reluctant to leave. “It is not necessary to check. I trust you!” he said. The interview with Mr. Xiao indicated that he accompanied the client to play mah-jong or to drink and eat in restaurants from time to time. He believed that it was his responsibility to maintain a strong connection and cultivate friendship with the client.

Another factory owner, Mr. Guo, often invites clients out to eat in restaurants, to have casual chats, or for entertainment or mah-jong. He also sends clients gifts at festivals. “As we are friends, I understand their requirements and even know how much they earn. This year, one of my friends cooperated with me for more than 40 days. I realised that he didn’t make money at all, so I waived part of his manufacturing service charge. It was about 40,000 yuan. If he has some lucrative orders in the future, he’ll feel obliged to place them with my factory.” This shows how social interactions in daily life are merged with business transactions. Business operators have to consider friendship, feeling, and favours received in business decision-making.

Thirdly, offering sexual services is mentioned as a way to maintain a con-

---

nection with clients. The provision of women’s sexual services has become a “new form of guanxi practice emerging in the reform period which is, not surprisingly, found in the business world.”

In Chinese parlance, “massage parlour” or “hair salon” (fa liang 发廊) is often an alias for “brothel,” as many female employees offer various sexual services. Entertainment centres with massage services are located in clusters of clothing factories. There are also dozens of hair salons without barbers but with young female employees. Enjoying sexual services with a group of “business friends” in a massage parlour or hair salon is a common topic of discussion among male business proprietors. At least two factory owners admitted to doing it.

In sum, relatives and friends have their own social implications and economic significance for this group of businesspeople in Guangzhou’s garment industry. Their social awareness of the obligations associated with different types of relatives and friends often obliges them to do favours for particular relatives or friends. Under these conditions, they often attempt to meet the expectations of relatives or friends and respect the economic interests of both sides. In most cases, the relatives and friends connection provides a broad space to practice a variety of relational work because it constitutes a major part of social life and economic life. Different interests, goods, and services can be exchanged in an appropriate manner within networks of relatives and friends.

Relational work and transactions within the family

For some businesspeople, the ideal pattern is to own and run both a clothing production factory and a stall in a garment wholesale market. Family members take on different duties in the business depending on their own competence and expertise. The typical division of labour is that the wife supervises the stall in the wholesale market and the husband spends more time running the factory. Fieldwork data also shows that some adult sons may assist their mothers in handling transactions at the wholesale market stall. The popular explanation for this kind of arrangement is that women are more capable in communicating with clients and more experienced in bargaining over prices. Their daily routine is to open the indoor stall in the early morning and stay there until around four o’clock. On the other hand, men are considered better suited to managing the production process, maintaining order on the shop floor, and dealing with cadres or staff from various levels of the bureaucracy.

Apart from economic and instrumental considerations, the family obligations associated with family members are also combined with the business process. When the husband can free himself from the daily management of the factory, he visits the family’s wholesale stall and gives his wife help and support. Mr. He puts it simply: “We are in the same family and don’t have a clear division of labour.” As his son and daughter are studying in middle school in their hometown (Xiaogan City, Hubei Province Hubei sheng Xiaogan shi 湖北省孝感市), and are not available to join the business, he and his wife run a clothing factory in suburban Guangzhou and a stall in the Shahe Wholesale Market by themselves. They usually hire a cargo van to deliver pre-made garments to their stall at around four or five o’clock in the morning. Mr. He often has breakfast with friends at a food stall next to the wholesale market while his wife does business in the stall. Then he goes back to his factory, where his bedroom is located, and gets some sleep. His wife informs him of the amount of clothing sold and the orders received at around two or three o’clock in the afternoon. Then he does a rough calculation of how much fabric and related accessories are needed and purchases them from the fabric and accessories wholesale market. This kind of collaboration is taken for granted by both of them in their day-to-day business operations.

Based on a strong sense of family identity, family members often work closely to expand their business. Mrs. Tang and her husband, Mr. Xiao, also run both a stall and a factory in the garment industry, but what makes their case interesting is that their stall is operated in Guangzhou while the factory is located hundreds of kilometres away in Yulin City in the Guangxi Zhuang Autonomous Region (Guangxi Zhuangzu zizhiqu Yulin shi 广西壮族自治区玉林市). Mrs. Tang began her wholesale business in Guangzhou in the 1990s when her daughter and two sons were very young. Meanwhile, her husband opened and ran a clothing factory to produce goods for the stall. Mrs. Tang explains that they do everything to maximise profits and provide a better future for the family. “We were very poor at that time, so we had to make money to support our family. Sometimes my husband had to take a long-distance bus to deliver just two hundred units of garments to Guangzhou overnight. It was small business that others can easily overlook, but we still tried to grasp every opportunity for more profit.” When her two sons graduated from college, they chose to move to Guangzhou and help their mother. When they were interviewed, they noted that it was time for them to relieve their parents’ burden and make some repayment and contribution to the family. “We witnessed the hardship of our family and the diligence of our mother and father. Now that we’re grown-up and capable of taking jobs, this is what we should do.”

The pursuit of family well-being, fulfilment of family duties, and mutual support among family members transform the meaning of business into family commitment. An individual’s contribution to the business is equalled with his/her caring and love for the family. In this regard, relational work among family members makes the business an integral part of family life. Moreover, family commitment may promote economic efficiency and enhance the business’s chance for survival and success.

Whether business operators like it or not, pre-existing relations such as family relations, kinship, and hometown-fellow relations, as well as former employer-employee or co-worker relations, are intermingled and recombined into day-to-day business operations. Some social skills of interaction and connection are purposefully utilised in the daily life and business operations of businesspeople. It should be noted that family and kinship relations do not always have a positive effect on economic transactions. When a mismatch between kinship/family relations and business transaction occurs, the relationship is likely to be damaged to some degree, and disputes and conflicts may emerge. During our fieldwork and interviews, a few informants admitted the occurrence of disputes or conflicts under some conditions, but they were usually unwilling to talk about these negative issues in great detail.

Conclusion

In the twenty-first century, China will continue to be a primary garment producer on the global stage, especially as the Chinese economy continues to open up to the world’s challenges. From the historical perspective, it is easy to see that the rise of the garment industry (Western-style clothing)
in Guangzhou is largely related to the new division of labour in the global clothing commodity chain since the 1980s. Understanding its success goes beyond existing theories of structural changes, competitive advantages, and labour issues. Increasingly, the social and human factors that influence economic transactions need to be explored. Our paper is an attempt to address this gap. In our case study, most stall-keepers and factory owners were interconnected through pre-existing relative, friend, or family relations before they entered the business.

By framing this study using the concept of relational work, we argued that business transactions between wholesale market stall-keepers and factory proprietors result from continuous relational work. When a stall-keeper or a factory owner chooses to do business with a client without a pre-existing connection, he/she will drive a hard bargain for his/her own economic interests. When engaging in business with strangers, stall-keepers and factory owners base their decisions on market rationality and market-based transactions. When relatives and friends (including hometown-fellows and former employers-employees) are involved in business transactions, the emphasis is on social obligations of mutual aid and shared economic interests. The exchange of favours and mutual economic benefit are routinely mentioned. Under typical conditions, connections between these stall-keepers and factory owners and their relatives and friends can be further extended, and this set of social relations becomes the foundation for a business network. The daily interactions of businesspeople (primarily men) also take the forms of offering red envelopes, playing mah-jong, or enjoying sexual services together, indicating the lack of a sharp divide between social networking and business networking. 

"[N]etwork building is used (consciously or unconsciously) by Chinese adults as a cultural strategy in mobilising social resources for goal attainment in various spheres of social life." Business negotiation and transactions are also tightly integrated into day-to-day social life.

When family relations are incorporated into business transactions (particularly in running both wholesale and manufacturing businesses), the business is regarded as part of the material life of the family. There is no bargaining between wholesale and manufacturing businesses run by the same family because all economic returns from the businesses are considered family assets and will be used for the family's wellbeing. Furthermore, family commitment orients family members towards family welfare rather than individual economic interest.

The evidence in this study shows that businesspeople are fully aware of the social connections they encounter in the business world and manage to align each major type of social relation with an economic form. For example, a connection between strangers is related to market-based economy, while a connection with relatives and friends is linked to favour-based economy, and family connection to household economy. This diversity of economy frameworks indicates that the market economy is not something outside of society but a type of economy aligned with the particular social relation between strangers. As relatives, friends, hometown-fellows, and family members are not strangers, social relations between them often align with other socially-based economies, such as favour exchange or household economy. In this sense, the economies are integrated into the social spheres and social relations. Furthermore, the market economy and monetary mentality do not damage social life and ethics when they are properly matched with a certain kind of social relation. The misuse and mismatch of a particular social relation with a certain economic type may damage relations and have a negative impact on the economy.

Compared with the established concept of embeddedness, this relational approach provides a more comprehensive understanding of social relations and the critical role of the associated norms and obligations constituting economic action. In addition, the embeddedness approach tends to overlook the differentiation of social relations. More importantly, the relational approach enables us to perceive the co-existence of multiple economic forms in social life and directs our attention to the intertwining of economies. Each economic form makes its own contribution to creating wealth and distributing resources. The concept of embeddedness merely emphasises the status of the market economy rooted and constrained by social networks as well as the economic implications of social embeddedness.
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